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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished in the red yesterday, weighed down by losses in banking and industrial 

sector stocks. Lenders, HSBC Holdings, Lloyds Banking Group and Barclays plunged 9.5%, 

11.7% and 12.0%, respectively, after the companies suspended dividend payments, following 

a request from the Bank of England to preserve cash during the Covid-19 pandemic. Auto 

Trader Group plummeted 11.0%, after the company raised £186.0 million via an equity 

placement from institutional investors to shore up its liquidity position amidst the Covid-19 

crisis. Taylor Wimpey declined 6.4%, after the housebuilder cancelled the annual salary and 

bonus hike of its executive directors, due to the coronavirus pandemic. BP fell 3.0%, after the 

company slashed its capital expenditure and production guidance for 2020, on the back of a 

collapse in oil prices led by the coronavirus outbreak. The FTSE 100 declined 3.8%, to close 

at 5,454.6, while the FTSE 250 fell 3.7%, to end at 14,547.2.   

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed sharply lower yesterday, after the US President Donald Trump warned 

Americans of a painful two weeks ahead, on the back of rapidly spreading coronavirus cases 

in the country. Xerox Holdings slid 7.1%, after the company abandoned its hostile takeover 

offer for HP, down 14.5%, citing volatile market conditions led by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Caterpillar dropped 4.0%, after announcing that it would withhold annual salary and bonus 

increases of its employees to deal with the coronavirus crisis. Quest Diagnostics fell 1.9%, 

after the medical lab operator suspended its financial guidance for 2020, due to the 

coronavirus outbreak. On the contrary, Papa John's International advanced 4.4%, after a top 

broker upgraded its rating on the stock to ‘Buy’ from ‘Neutral’. The S&P 500 slipped 4.4%, to 

settle at 2,470.5. The DJIA fell 4.4%, to settle at 20,943.5, while the NASDAQ shed 4.4%, to 

close at 7,360.6.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished on a weaker footing yesterday, led by losses in technology and 

banking sector stocks. Bilfinger plummeted 11.3%, after the company suspended its financial 

guidance for 2020, blaming the coronavirus crisis and oil price collapse. Societe Generale 

plunged 9.5%, after the lender cancelled its 2019 dividend payment and withdrew its financial 

outlook for 2020, following a recommendation from the European Central Bank. Continental 

dropped 7.9%, after the company withdrew its 2020 guidance as its first quarter results has 

been significantly hit by the coronavirus pandemic. adidas fell 2.8%, after the sportswear 

maker scrapped its €1.0 billion share buyback programme, due to economic uncertainty 

caused by the Covid-19 outbreak. The FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 2.9%, to settle at 

1,223.5. The German DAX Xetra fell 3.9%, to settle at 9,544.8, while the French CAC-40 

shed 4.3%, to close at 4,207.2.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading mostly lower this morning. In Japan, Tokyu Fudosan Holdings, 

Nippon Sheet Glass and Subaru have dropped 4.8%, 5.8% and 6.1%, respectively. 

Meanwhile, Suzuki Motor, FANUC and Yamato Holdings have advanced 2.8%, 3.0% and 

3.9%, respectively. In Hong Kong, New World Development, Wharf Real Estate Investment 

and Hang Lung Properties have fallen 0.8%, 1.0% and 1.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, CLP 

Holdings, CSPC Pharmaceutical Group and CNOOC have risen 1.4%, 2.2% and 3.1%, 

respectively. In South Korea, Hyundai Glovis, Netmarble and Hana Financial Group have 

gained 1.3%, 1.9% and 2.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, Kangwon Land, LG Chem and 

Celltrion Healthcare have declined 0.8%, 2.7% and 5.7%, respectively. The Nikkei 225 index 

is trading 0.9% lower at 17,911.1. The Hang Seng index is trading 0.3% down at 23,023.7, 

while the Kospi index is trading 1.2% higher at 1,706.3.   
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Saga Plc Final GBP 0.08                          799.50                                     

 Next Fifteen Communications Group Plc  Final GBP 0.36                          248.00                                     

 Hydrogen Group Plc Final GBP 0.07                          123.00                                     

 Rotala Plc  Final GBP 0.08                          70.20                                        

 Alfa Financial Software Holdings Plc Final GBP 0.03                          62.90                                        

 Tracsis Plc  Interim GBP 0.30                          55.55                                        

 Cenkos Securities Plc Final GBP - 27.00                                        

 Elecosoft Plc  Final GBP 0.04                          25.95                                        

 Journeo Plc Final GBP (0.11)                        11.80                                        

 Rockhopper Exploration Plc  Final USD (0.03)                        9.05                                          

 M Winkworth Plc Final GBP 0.10                          6.50                                          

 RIT Capital Partners Plc/Fund  Final GBP - -

 Trinity Exploration & Production Plc Final USD - -

 Bluebird Merchant Ventures Ltd  Interim USD - -

 Tern Plc Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 6.14% or $1.52 higher at $26.26 per barrel. Yesterday, the 

contract declined 6.11% or $1.61, to settle at $24.74 per barrel, after the Energy Information Administration reported that the US crude 

oil inventories jumped by 13.8 million barrels in the week ended 27 March 2020. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 1.26% or $19.90 higher at $1598.10 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract declined 

0.33% or $5.20, to settle at $1578.20 per ounce.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 3.91% higher against the 

USD at $6599.55. Yesterday, BTC declined 2.01% against the 

USD to close at $6351.21. In major news, a New York judge has 

ruled that the injunction prohibiting Telegram from issuing its 

Gram tokens extends to all entities in the US and overseas. In a 

key development, cryptocurrency portfolio tracker, CoinTracker 

has surpassed 100,000 users and has signed up six new 

partners.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.26% lower against the USD at $1.0936. Investors await the US factory orders data for 

February and weekly jobless claims data, scheduled to release later today. Yesterday, the EUR weakened 0.61% versus the USD, to 

close at $1.0964, after the Euro-zone manufacturing PMI plunged to a 92-month low in March. Meanwhile, the Euro-zone 

unemployment rate fell to its lowest level since March 2008 in February, whereas German retail sales jumped more than expected in 

February. In other economic news, the US manufacturing sector activity dropped to its lowest level since August 2009 in March, while 

construction spending unexpectedly declined in February. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.11% higher against the USD at $1.2385. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.39% versus the 

USD, to close at $1.2371, after the UK manufacturing sector activity dropped at the fastest pace since July 2012 in March.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 

Partners  

with 

Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  

Corporate Open Account Private Open Account 

Click here to open an account 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK manufacturing PMI dropped in March 

In the UK, the final manufacturing PMI recorded a drop to a level of 47.80 in March, compared to a level of 51.70 in the previous month. 

Markets were expecting the manufacturing PMI to fall to a reading of 47.00. 

Euro-zone manufacturing PMI declined in March 

In the Euro-zone, the final manufacturing PMI dropped to a level of 44.50 in March, compared to a reading of 49.20 in the previous month. 

Markets were expecting the manufacturing PMI to fall to a level of 44.70. 

German retail sales rose more than expected in February 

In Germany, retail sales climbed 6.40% on a YoY basis in February, compared to a revised advance of 2.10% in the previous month. Market 

expectations were for retail sales to advance 1.50%. 

US manufacturing PMI dropped in March 

In the US, the final manufacturing PMI eased to a level of 48.50 in March, compared to a reading of 50.70 in the previous month. Markets 

were expecting the manufacturing PMI to drop to a level of 49.20. 

US construction spending unexpectedly dropped in February 

In the US, construction spending recorded a drop of 1.30% on a MoM basis in February, compared to a revised rise of 2.80% in the previous 

month. Market expectations were for construction spending to advance 0.60%.  

Key Economic News  

Click here to open an account 

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Automobiles & Parts 3278.39 569.12 21.0% -9.5% -47.8%

Tobacco 30045.34 957.28 3.3% -4.32% -17.3%

Food & Drug Retailers 3758.63 2.50 0.1% 0.3% -6.5%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Banks 2238.65 -242.02 -9.8% -29.1% -41.7%

Life Insurance 5046.52 -483.64 -8.7% -27.3% -33.5%

Travel & Leisure 5354.39 -410.39 -7.1% -36.5% -40.2%

General Industrials 4163.13 -315.27 -7.0% -25.7% -25.3%

Aerospace & Defence 3305.72 -248.24 -7.0% -30.2% -30.1%

https://www.guardianstockbrokers.com/start-trading-now
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The Times 

Upmarket dog’s dinner a £100 million 

snack for Nestlé: An upmarket pet food 

business that has the stamp of approval 

from the Prince of Wales has been sold to 

Nestlé in a deal that values it at about £100 

million. 

Confidence among manufacturers 

slumps to lowest level on record: 

Factories in Britain have suffered their 

sharpest fall in output since the eurozone 

debt crisis eight years ago. 

Markets fall again on Trump warning: 

New concerns about the severity of the 

Covid-19 pandemic caused another sharp 

fall in global stock markets. 

Dividend axed by City stockbroker 

Finncap: Senior executives at Finncap, the 

City stockbroker, have had their salaries cut 

by up to 92.5% as the industry braces itself 

for a “very difficult trading period ahead”. 

Bond sales begin with £3 billion tranche: 

The Treasury has raised £3 billion in the 

first of a series of bond sales this month to 

fund spending needed to combat the 

coronavirus pandemic. 

Sky head gives six months’ salary to 

pandemic victims: The head of Sky is to 

donate at least six months of his salary to 

charities helping people affected by the 

pandemic. 

M&S hands bonus to ‘frontline workers’: 

Frontline workers at Marks & Spencer are 

being given a 15% bonus and staff are 

being offered voluntary furlough on full pay. 

30% hit imposed on Taylor Wimpey 

executives: Taylor Wimpey has become 

the first of Britain’s big housebuilders to 

announce pay cuts for its executives. 

Spire Healthcare given debt waiver after 

it supports NHS: One of Britain’s biggest 

private healthcare chains has agreed a 

covenant waiver on its debts and has 

cancelled its dividend after it made its 

hospitals available to the NHS during the 

coronavirus crisis. 

Argos outlets stay open inside 

Sainsbury’s stores: Sainsbury’s has been 

accused of exploiting a loophole to keep 

some of its non-food outlets trading during 

the lockdown. 

Stelios is priming the ejector seat at 

Easyjet: The founder of Easyjet is ready to 

make good his threat to start calling a 

series of general shareholder meetings and 

oust its board one by one. 

All change as Finablr gets new head: 

The troubled owner of Travelex has 

revealed further changes to its 

management team with the appointment of 

a new Chief Executive and the departure of 

its Finance Director. 

The Independent 

Coronavirus: A fifth of small businesses 

could go bust within a month: Almost a 

fifth of the U.K.'s small businesses could go 

bust within a month, despite billions of 

pounds of grants, loans and tax relief 

pledged by the government to help firms 

through the coronavirus pandemic. 

Monzo CEO foregoes salary and offers 

staff furlough: The CEO of Monzo has 

announced that he will forego his salary for 

12 months and furlough staff amid rumours 

circulating on social media that the app-

based bank is on the verge of collapse. 

There is no evidence that these claims are 

true. 

Financial Times 

Vale warns steel production cuts will hit 

iron ore prices: The world’s biggest iron 

ore producer said prices for the steel 

ingredient will be hit as the coronavirus 

pandemic tips the global economy into 

recession. 

To Read More Click Here 

Shale group Whiting files for Chapter 11: 

U.S. oil and gas group Whiting Petroleum 

has filed for bankruptcy protection, 

becoming the first big independent shale 

producer to succumb to turmoil triggered by 

the coronavirus pandemic. 

To Read More Click Here 

BP slashes spending to counter oil price 

collapse: BP is to cut capital spending 25% 

this year as it seeks to bolster its finances 

and maintain shareholder payouts in the 

face of the oil price collapse triggered by 

the coronavirus outbreak. 

To Read More Click Here 

SoftBank pulls out of $3 billion WeWork 

share buyout: SoftBank has pulled out of a 

planned $3 billion purchase of WeWork 

stock, a move that is expected to spark 

litigation by the lossmaking property group’s 

co-founder and one of Silicon Valley’s most 

prestigious venture capital groups, 

according to people briefed on the matter.  

To Read More Click Here 

BoE dividend pressure reignites HSBC 

domicile debate: The Bank of England’s 

pressure on HSBC to cancel its dividend for 

the first time in 74 years has reignited a 

debate at the top of the bank over whether 

it should redomicile to Hong Kong. 

To Read More Click Here 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Daily Telegraph (Questor share tips): “Buy” Berkeley. 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Avoid” Zoom Video Communications; “Avoid” Fedex. 

• The Guardian: Next is seeking buyers for its headquarters and three warehouses as it tries to raise tens of millions of pounds after the 

temporary closures of its stores and website. 

• Daily Mail: Apple has bought weather app Dark Sky and is set to shut down the Android version of the software later this year. 

• The Times: Lily’s Kitchen, an upmarket pet food business, has been sold to Nestlé in a deal that values it at about £100 million. 

• The Times: Auto Trader has raised £186 million after placing shares amounting to an additional 5% of its stock with institutions. 

Click here to open an account 
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Banks stuck with $550 million stake in 

Austria’s AMS after rights issue: Banks 

including UBS and HSBC are set to be 

stuck with a $550 million (SFr528 million) 

stake in Austrian sensor maker AMS, after 

a rights issue to help pay for its takeover of 

Germany’s Osram received a frosty 

reception from the stock market. 

To Read More Click Here 

BlackRock applies to set up China 

mutual fund business: BlackRock, the 

world’s biggest asset manager, has applied 

to set up a mutual fund business in China, 

taking advantage of the latest liberalisation 

of the country’s financial services sector. 

To Read More Click Here 

Invesco cuts value of Barnett’s 

unquoted holdings by 60%: Invesco’s 

Mark Barnett has suffered a significant 

mark down in the value of his unlisted 

investments, forcing the fund manager to 

pledge the problem assets will be ditched to 

avoid a Neil Woodford-style liquidity crunch. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. drugs regulator calls for halt to 

Zantac sales: The U.S. drugs regulator has 

requested the heartburn drug Zantac be 

pulled from the market amid an 

investigation into whether the medicine 

made by Sanofi could be contaminated with 

a carcinogen. 

To Read More Click Here 

BAT joins race to develop Covid-19 

vaccine: British American Tobacco, the 

maker of Lucky Strike and Camel 

cigarettes, has entered the fray of 

companies trying to develop a vaccine 

against Covid-19 — by growing a potential 

antigen in genetically engineered tobacco 

plants.  

To Read More Click Here 

Continental auto profit margins fall to 

zero: Continental, one of the world’s 

biggest car part makers, expects profit 

margins at its auto division to fall to zero as 

it warned smaller suppliers were in danger 

of going out of business. 

To Read More Click Here 

Rolls-Royce and Airbus lobby U.K. in 

support of Virgin Atlantic bailout: Two of 

the world’s biggest aerospace 

manufacturers are lobbying the U.K. 

government on behalf of Virgin Atlantic as 

the airline seeks a £500 million bailout 

package of commercial loans and 

guarantees to survive the fallout from the 

coronavirus pandemic.  

To Read More Click Here 

Auto Trader to raise £200 million in 

share sale after waiving ad fees: Internet 

car group Auto Trader will issue about £200 

million of fresh shares to bolster its finances 

after letting dealerships use its online 

marketplace for free during the coronavirus 

lockdown. 

To Read More Click Here 

WarnerMedia names Hulu founder as 

new Chief Executive: WarnerMedia has 

tapped the founder of Hulu as its new Chief 

Executive, bringing a longtime streaming 

expert on board to run one of the largest 

entertainment groups in the world. 

To Read More Click Here 

Evening Standard unveils further cuts 

during Covid-19 downturn: The Evening 

Standard is ramping up emergency cost-

cutting measures after editor George 

Osborne said the free commuter 

newspaper faced a “very serious business 

problem” as a result of the coronavirus 

outbreak. 

To Read More Click Here 

News Corp to stop printing 60 Australia 

titles due to coronavirus: News Corp, the 

Rupert Murdoch-controlled publishing 

group, will suspend the print editions of 60 

newspapers in Australia as the spread of 

coronavirus causes a rapid decline in media 

advertising. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. agency sues to unwind Altria’s 

$12.8 billion Juul investment: The 

Federal Trade Commission sued to unwind 

Altria’s $12.8 billion investment into Juul, 

alleging the tobacco giant bought the stake 

to unlawfully eliminate competition in the 

sale of e-cigarettes. 

To Read More Click Here 

Germany’s biggest department store 

chain files for creditor protection: 

Germany’s biggest department store chain 

Galeria Karstadt Kaufhof has filed for 

creditor protection, as it struggles to secure 

state-backed loans after closing stores in 

the country’s coronavirus lockdown. 

To Read More Click Here 

Adidas backtracks on rent freeze after 

public outcry: Adidas has reversed its 

decision to suspend rent payments on 

stores closed by the coronavirus lockdown, 

but warned that it could not bear the 

standstill in business activity for long.  

To Read More Click Here 

Carnival increases size of rescue bond 

sale to $4 billion: Carnival Corporation is 

increasing the size of a rescue bond sale 

backed by its cruise ships to $4 billion after 

drawing strong demand, even as the 

world’s largest cruise operator warned it 

might only have enough cash to stay afloat 

for eight months. 

To Read More Click Here 

Morrisons wins appeal over data breach: 

Wm Morrison has won a Supreme Court 

appeal over liability for a data breach 

affecting roughly 100,000 staff, in a ruling 

that limits how much companies can be 

held responsible for criminal acts committed 

by their staff or independent contractors. 

To Read More Click Here 

Uber Eats accelerates push into grocery 

deliveries: Uber’s Eats unit is accelerating 

its push into grocery delivery, striking new 

alliances with retailers including French 

supermarket Carrefour, as it looks to offset 

the decline in its ride-hailing business 

because of the coronavirus lockdown. 

To Read More Click Here 

Amazon contractors enduring 

‘subhuman’ conditions in Philippines: 

Amazon has said it is urgently investigating 

claims of “subhuman” conditions at a 

Philippines call centre, where workers say 

coronavirus travel restrictions have left 

them sleeping in close quarters 

on makeshift beds. 

To Read More Click Here 

Qantas investigated for suspending 

health and safety rep: Australian 

regulators are investigating Qantas for 

suspending a health and safety 

representative who raised concerns about 

the airline’s failure to provide adequate 

safety equipment to prevent workers from 

catching the coronavirus. 

To Read More Click Here 
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Lex:  

U.K. bank dividends: the sound of 

breaking glass: Suspending payouts 

should bolster capital buffers. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. credit/BDCs: small loans, big risks: 

Investors must look closely at sensitivity of 

borrowers to coronavirus crisis. 

To Read More Click Here 

Coronavirus patents: for the greater 

good: The sector, hit by scandals over 

opioids and price gouging, can rebuild its 

reputation. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

Banks must keep bonuses locked down: 

The Governor of the Bank of England did 

more than wiggle his eyebrows at lenders 

this week. He, or rather his bank regulation 

deputy, told British banks to hold off paying 

dividends and cash bonuses to top staff 

over the next few months.  

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

IMF tells governments to buy failing 

companies and save economies: 

Governments should buy up businesses 

that collapse to stop workers losing jobs 

and enable a quick recovery once the 

coronavirus crisis is over, the International 

Monetary Fund has urged. 

Banks warned against "unacceptable" 

behaviour over virus support to firms: 

Business Secretary Alok Sharma has hit 

out at “unacceptable” behaviour by U.K. 

banks as thousands of desperate firms 

scramble for coronavirus support. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: Britain’s housebuilders will 

recover strongly – and this is the one to 

buy now: “The collapse in house prices 

won’t last – as soon as the economy 

normalises there will be a boom in 

housebuilding and property transactions.” 

This is one fund manager’s optimistic 

assessment of Britain’s currently comatose 

housing market. The manager, Barry 

Norris, is worth listening to as his Argonaut 

Absolute Return fund is among the small 

number to have made gains this year: it has 

risen by about 23% while the FTSE 100 has 

lost 25%. He backed his belief that the 

housing market’s woes will be temporary by 

buying shares in some of Britain’s 

housebuilders last week. “Some of these 

shares halved in the space of a month,” he 

said. “I’ve made good money during the 

crisis so far by ‘short-selling’ certain stocks 

but I’ve started to think about the 

economy’s eventual return to normality and 

who will be the winners then.” He explained 

why he expected housebuilders to be 

among them. “The structural imbalance in 

the housing market won’t go away: there 

are still more people who want to buy a 

house than there are homes being built,” he 

said. “I don’t expect a credit crisis this time 

– the damage from coronavirus will be felt 

most keenly in sectors such as travel and 

hospitality – so banks should remain able to 

lend. And Bank Rate is now just 0.1%.” He 

said the extraordinary stimulus promised by 

governments and central banks should 

enable the economy to enjoy a “V-shaped 

recovery” as soon as the medical 

emergency ended. “As soon as we get the 

all-clear to go back to work the economy 

will return to where it was before or perhaps 

even be stronger,” he said. “The housing 

market may be dead for two months but as 

soon as the economy normalises there will 

be a boom in transactions and prices 

should return to where they were before.” 

He also said he expected the Government 

to reduce stamp duty in an attempt to get 

the market moving. “Stamp duty rates have 

become ridiculously high. At the top end 

they are 12%, compared with 5% under 

Labour,” he said. “Boris Johnson has said 

he wants to go back to previous levels. If he 

wants to get the economy going he needs 

to make it easier to buy and sell property 

and stamp duty is the biggest impediment.” 

Mr Norris said the housebuilding sector’s 

current shutdown would be a danger to 

builders if they had debts but most had 

cash and therefore a “margin of safety”. 

Among the various listed firms, his favourite 

is Berkeley. “It has the strongest balance 

sheet in the sector,” he said. “It has about 

£1 billion in net cash, which would last 

years rather than months. The thing to do at 

a time like this is to go out and buy land at 

distressed prices, and there’s no one better 

at doing this than Tony Pidgley, the firm’s 

veteran Chairman. The cash pile will allow 

him to do it.” Buying cheap land now will 

result in higher margins if the firm is able to 

sell completed houses at pre-crisis prices 

once the epidemic is over. But Mr Norris 

warned potential investors about volatility. 

“Don’t buy today if you can’t stomach 

losses over the next two months,” he said. 

Questor says, “Buy.” 

Daily Mail 

Investors pray for even a modest rally as 

the scale of the pandemic crisis keeps 

the FTSE deep in red: After suffering the 

worst quarter since 1987, investors were 

praying for even a modest rally. But the 

FTSE 100 fell into the red amid a wider 

global selloff as the scale of the economic 

damage inflicted by the coronavirus 

pandemic became clearer. 

Primark's decision to cancel all its 

suppliers' orders is branded 'unethical' 

and 'apocalyptic': Primark's shock 

decision to cancel all its suppliers' orders is 

'unethical' and will push thousands of 

workers into destitution, it was said. 

NHS heroes returning to help fight 

coronavirus being targeted by firms 

promoting tax dodging schemes: Heroic 

doctors and nurses returning to help fight 

coronavirus are being targeted by rogue 

firms promoting aggressive tax avoidance 

schemes, it has emerged. 

The Scottish Herald 

Investors see long term potential in 

North Sea after oil price plunge: An oil 

and gas firm backed by international 

financiers has said it sees long term 

potential in the U.K. North Sea even as it 

announced plans to slash costs across its 

global operations following the crude price 

plunge. 

Clydesdale Bank owner hits pause on 

latest branch cull plans: Clydesdale Bank 

owner Virgin Money has put a temporary 

halt to its latest branch cull. 

The Scotsman 

Aldi customers wait up to 20 minutes 

just to enter supermarket's website: Aldi 

has warned online customers are to expect 

a 20 minute wait before they can enter the 

company’s website. 

A well-known Edinburgh office building 

has been sold for £5 million: An office 

building in Edinburgh’s New Town has 

changed hands for more than £5 million – a 

fifth above the initial asking price. 

Business leaders warn of 'catastrophic' 

impact of cancellation of Edinburgh's 

festivals: The cancellation of Edinburgh's 

festivals in the face of the Covid-19 
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pandemic will have a "catastrophic" impact 

on businesses in the city, industry leaders 

have warned. 

Perthshire potato grower invests £1 

million in 'intelligent' spud sorter to 

double throughput: A Perthshire farming 

business that serves up potatoes for U.K. 

and international clients has scooped a 

seven-figure investment to modernise its 

processes and double production rates. 

Royal Bank of Scotland among banking 

shares hit as axe taken to investor 

payouts: Shares in Royal Bank of Scotland 

and Lloyds Banking Group came under 

pressure after Britain’s biggest lenders 

became the latest businesses to scrap 

billions of pounds in dividends amid the 

coronavirus crisis.   
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